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	Frommer's Maui Day by Day (Frommer's Day by Day - Pocket), 9780470497630 (0470497637), Frommers, 2010

	Maui Day by Day is the perfect answer for travelers who want to know the best places to visit and the best ways to see the island. This attractively priced, four-color guide offers dozens of itineraries that show you how to experience the best of Maui in a short time-with bulleted maps that lead the way whether you're interested in beaches, outdoor adventures, or historical sights. Featuring a full range of thematic and regional tours, plus dining, lodging, shopping, nightlife, and practical visitor info, Maui Day by Day is the only guide that helps travelers organize their time to get the most out of a trip. Inside this book you'll find:  

	
		Full color throughout with hundreds of photos and dozens of maps
	
		Sample one-day to two-week itineraries that include Maui with Kids, Historical & Cultural Maui, regional and island-wide tours, and more
	
		Star ratings for all hotels, restaurants and attractions that clue readers in to great finds and values
	
		Tear-resistant foldout map in a handy, reclosable plastic wallet
	
		Foldout front cover, with at-a-glance maps and quick-reference info
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HIPAA Security Implementation Version 1.0 (SANS Step-by-Step Series)SAS Institute, 2006
Written for the IT staff in hospitals, this guide  provides step-by-step direction on how to apply the required and addressable  HIPAA Security implementation specifications into a comprehensive solution.

A “consensus project” of numerous computer security experts has culminated in  a Guide for...


		

Artificial Intelligence Applications and Innovations: 3rd IFIP Conference on Artificial Intelligence Applications and InnovationsSpringer, 2006
Artificial Intelligence applications build on a rich and proven theoretical background to provide solutions to a wide range of real life problems. The ever expanding abundance of information and computing power enables researchers and users to tackle higly interesting issues for the first time, such as applications providing personalized access and...

		

Fedora Unleashed, 2008 Edition (8th Edition)Sams Publishing, 2008
Welcome to Fedora Unleashed, 2008 Edition! This book covers the free Linux distribution named Fedora and includes a fully functional and complete operating system produced by the Fedora Project, sponsored by Red Hat.

Fedora is directly descended from one of the most popular Linux distributions ever: Red Hat Linux. Those of you who know...




	

Early Breast Cancer: From Screening to Multidisciplinary Management, Second EditionInforma Healthcare, 2005

	This book discusses the principles and practice of breast cancer management within the context of multidisciplinary team working and places emphasis on pragmatism. The text provides a comprehensive and contemporary account of the subject and should permit the reader to develop a firm understanding of the disease from epidemiology, genetics...


		

A Panchromatic View of GalaxiesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Describing how to investigate all kinds of galaxies through a multifrequency analysis, this text is divided into three different sections. The first describes the data currently available at different frequencies, from X-rays to UV, optical, infrared and radio millimetric and centimetric, while explaining their physical meaning. In the second...


		

Lonely Planet Andalucia (Regional Guide)Lonely Planet, 2019

	
		Lonely Planet: The world's leading travel guide publisher 

	
		Lonely Planet's Andalucíais your passport to the most relevant, up-to-date advice on what to see and skip, and what hidden discoveries await you. Experience the Alhambra's perfect blend of architecture and nature, visit the...
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